Mounting instructions TWINE LOW
4 x screw 17mm

Content

Suitable for mounting on Metod or Bestå.
For mounting on other furniture, see below.

1 x M8-screw

Leg

Mounting on Ikea frames
Mounting Twine Low on an Ikea cabinet differs slightly from frame to frame. See descriptions below. NOTE! You don’t need
to use all of your extraterrestrial strength for this task. Do it with a firm hand - but not rock hard.

Ikea Metod

In the joint between 2 Ikea Metod frames

It’s very important to mount Twine Low so that the side
piece rests on the small rabbet that runs along the
mounting plate. Mount the leg with the four supplied
wood screws.

When placing Twine Low between two frames, the
frames' side pieces should rest in the leg rabbet.
Attach the leg with the four supplied wood screws.
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Ikea Bestå
Mount Twine Low with the M8 screw in the existing screw
hole located in all four corners under the Ikea Bestå
frame. Secure with the supplied wood screws.
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If the leg is mounted in the middle of a 180 cm wide
Bestå frame or in the joint between two Bestå frames,
use the supplied wood screws only.
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Mounting on other furniture
For mounting on other furniture than Ikea cabinet frames, you are responsible for using suitable screws. It’s important that
you ensure that the screws are long enough and that they get firmly attached. NOTE! Make sure that the screws
do not end up too close to the edge of the frame / bottom plate.

Safety!

Be sure to always follow the safety instructions that apply to your furniture. Always secure the cabinet to the wall. This also applies to low cabinets where the weight
distribution changes drastically when the fronts open. Especially in the case of solid quality fronts as ours. Use the anchor brackets supplied with the Ikea cabinet.
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